
 

Silicone Specialty Toys 

ShareVibe - Fun Factory  FN450  $161.40 
SHAREVIBE is ideal for couples in search of an upscale strap-on or pegging toy. This 
German-made, silicone double dildo is the only toy of its kind with a strong 5-pattern 
rechargeable and removable vibrating BULLET incorporated into its base. As such, it lets a 
couple share vibrations during lovemaking. This CoupleTOY feels and looks just like an 
extension of the body; which allows using it to seem completely natural.  

Available Options 
Dark Violet - Nude - Pink 

Stronic EINS Pulsator  FN705  $229.50 
The STRONIC EINS is a pulsator, not a vibrator; the first of its kind to ever exist. Its 
rhythmic thrusting and back/forth movements are smooth and silent. Unlike other toys, this 
toy moves back and forth, not around, or side to side, and uses actual motions, not 
vibration. This is the dawn of a new era in the world of sex toys: pulsators are the new 
vibrators.  

Available Options 
Pink - Violet 

Stronic DREI Pulsator  FN715  $229.50 
STRONIC DREI is a pulsator, not a vibrator. It delivers thrusting motions (back and forth 
movements) as opposed to the buzz generated by vibrators. Stronic Drei is unisex (fit for 
anal or vaginal play.) it can be used hands free in a variety of positions because it's back 
and forth thrust motions keep it in place inside the user! This allows users to surrender 
control in a whole new way  

Available Options 
Blackberry - Turquoise 

Bi Stronic Fusion  FN751  $269.90 
Do you crave the feel of a lover’s passionate thrust, the pulse of their fingers against your  
G-spot, their fingertips fluttering against your labia? Do you also love the overwhelming 
sensation of a super-strong vibrator? Expand your sexual universe with Bi STRONIC 
FUSION, the ground breaking new toy that thrusts, pulses, vibrates, flutters. 

Available Options 
Candy Rose - Indian Red - Violet 
 



 

Feeldoe - Double Dong Vibe  TS701  $156.40 
The Feeldoe by Tantus features a removable vibrator and is made of a harder material for 
more driving control. It’s a completely unique patented toy, and it’s only made by Tantus 
Silicone. 1.45 x 1.5 x 8.45 inches. 

Feeldoe Slim-Double Dong Vibe  TS702  $145.80 
The Feeldoe Slim by Tantus is easier to hold and control than the original; its 10% 
reduction in the shaft means less weight for the driver. 1.2 x1.5 x 7.85 inches  

Realdoe Feeldoe -Double Dong  TS705  $161.20 
With all the features of the original Feeldoe®, the Realdoe® offers a new element of realism. 
The Realdoe is made from a new, slightly softer silicone that looks and feels like flesh 

Realdoe SLIM - Tantus Feeldoe  TS706  $155.60 
With all the basic features of the classic Realdoe®, the Realdoe® Slim offers the same 
element of realism for you and your partner in a slimmer and shorter form. The Realdoe® 
Slim is made from Tantus Ultra Premium silicone formulated to look and feel like flesh 
allowing you to focus on the experience, and not on the equipment. 

Bend Over Beginner Kit  TS901  $107.20  
The Bend Over Beginner Kit has two smooth Tantus Silicone dildos, 7/8 by 4 1/2 in., 1 1/4 
by 5 1/2 in, a purple velvet harness, an O-ring that can be changed for play with larger 
dildos and a pocket built in that fits a Var. Speed Mic-Mini Vibe (incl).  

Available Options 
Black - Purple Haze 

Bend Over Intermediate Kit  TS902  $118.90 
Bend Over Intermediate features the smooth, seductive dildos of the Silk collection. 
Harness is comfortable, adjustable, machine washable, and comes with a pocket built for a 
bullet (included). Includes 2 interchangeable O-rings.  

Available Options 
Black - Purple Haze 



 

Minna OLA  MN101  $189.90 
There’s no single pattern for pleasure. OLA does what you tell it, when you tell it. Soft and 
steady or fast and strong, Ola meets your mood and lets you play by your own rules. 
Welcome to control; welcome to your new main squeeze. OLA responds on demand to the 
direction it’s given. The more pressure you apply to OLA’s soft spot, the more intense the 
vibrations OLA supplies; let up, and it does, too. You set the mood, OLA responds in sync.  

Available Options 
Pink - Violet 

Minna LIMON  MN111  $157.60 
Limon is Minna's newest creation. It blends our revolutionary squeeze technology with the 
highest level of craftsmanship and design for a spontaneous and sexy experience that 
works just as well for couples as it does for individuals. It's innovative features include: A 
brilliantly simple squeezable interface: the harder you squeeze, the stronger the vibrations. 
It’s that easy!   

Available Options 
Pink - Teal 


